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Optimal numerical algorithms for estimation of stationary 
characteristics of models with repeated calls described 
by Marcov processes are considered. The values of charac
teristics are determined through solution a system of 
statistical equilibrium equations. By moving off the 
states with negligible probability from calculation do
main, the algorithms are made optimal. 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Extension of the range of services given to the subscribers is 
one of the direction of progress in the today communication engi
neering. The subscriber-system interaction, thus, results in 
greater influence of the supscriber on the system's performance. 
The feedback should be taken into account to make the system des
cription more adequate. This is done by means of a special class 
of queueing models with repeated calls. In these models it is 
assumed that with certain probability the subscriber repeats his 
call in a random time interval. The probability and intensity of 
repetitions usually depend on how the subscriber explains the 
cause of call failure. Such queueing systems have been studied 
extensi veIl" see e.g., Le Gall [1] , lonin, Sedol [2] , Gosztony DJ , 
stepanov [4J and others. . 

The objective of this study is to present an optimal numerical 
algorithms for estimation of stationary characteristics of models 
with repeated calls described by Marcovprocesses. The values of 
characteristics are determined through solution of a system of 
statistical equilibrium equations. By moving off the states with 
negligible probability from the calculation domain, the algo
rithms are made optimal. 

2. THE CONCEPT OF THE METHOD 

Let P(j,x) be the stationary probabilities of the Marcov process 
r(t) describing the model with repeated calls. Here j is vector 
representing the number of subscribers repeating their calla,and 
x is the state of servicing system. The model stationary charac
teristics are determined through solution of an infinite system 
of statistical equilibrium equations connecting p(j,x). The values 
of P(j,x) are characterized by non-unifor.mity manifesting itself 
at changes of Ijl (the total number of subscribers ~epeating 
their . calls) and Ixl (the total number of busy servers). As a 
rule,. it manifests itself . in a dramatic decrease of p(j,x) with 
decrease of Ixl or increase of Ijl. Intuitively, this is obv~ous 
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because it seems improbable that with quite a few subscribers re
peating their calls there will be free servers. Thus, in the ori
ginal infinite space one can isolate a finite area of states where 
the process being is most probable. Denote by S the set of all the 
possible states of the original process r(t). Let us introduce a 
concept of reduced space of states understood as an arbitrary sub
set U of S with the exception of S itself. It may be either finite 
or infinite. In each reduced subset U isolate a set of states G 

. from which r(t) may leave U in one step. 

The above qualitative reasoning easily leads to principles defin
ing the concepts of construction of optimal algorithms for calcu
lation of the stationary characteristics models with repeated I 

calls. This requires solution of the following two problems: 
1. Without solving the equilibrium equation system of the orig~nal 
model it is necessary to determine the borders of the reduced 
space of states where the process being is most probable. 
2. Further, the characteristics of the original model are estima
ted using the reduced space of states only. For this purpose in 
the reduced space of states an auxiliary stochastic process appro
ximating r(t) is constructed. It is natural to assume that it 
functions as r(t) in all the states (j,x)EU,G. In the states 
(j ,x) ~G, the. original scheme of functioning changes so as to pre
vent the app~oximating process to move outside the reduced space 
of states. This procedure must be executed so as, together with 
estimating the characteristics, to determine the estimation error 
caused by using the reduced space of states. 

Solution of the above problems will be presented in the paper. 
In section 3 we consider a model of many-server system which is 
used for illustration of the proposed scheme of calculation of 
the stationary characteristics of the models with repeated calls. 
All preliminary results are obtained in section 4. Here we find 
the conditions for determination of the error caused by using the 
reduced space of states and construct a simple procedure for " the 
choosing borders of the reduced space of states. In section 5 
three different schemes of the construction of auxiliary proces
ses are considered. 

3. MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Let us consider a full-available group of v servers as a model of 
a communication system. The incoming of primary calls is Poissoni
an with parameter 1. Being refused servicing a subscriber with a 
probability h repeats the call in a random time, exponentially 
distributed with a parameter equal to m. Service time of a call 
(primary or repeated) is exponentially distributed with a parame
ter equal to one. Let us denote by j(t) the number of repeated 
subscribers at time t and by i(t) the number of busy servers at 
time t. The functioning of the model is described by the Marcov 
process r(t)=(j(t),i(t». Let P(j,i) denote the probability of 
stationary model states. Here j is the number of repeated subscri
bers and i is the number of busy servers. Provided that the ergo
dicity properties hold for r(t) we can write the following system 
of statistical equilibrium equations 

F(jtv)(lh+jm(1-h)+v)=P(j,v-1)1+P(j+1,v~1)(j+1)m+P(j-1,v)lh+ 

+P~j+1,v)(j+1)m(1-h), j=O,1, ••• , 
(1) 
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P(j,i)(1+jm+i)=P(j,i-1)l+P(j+1,i-1)(j+1)m+P(j,i+1)(i+1), 

The 
the 

normalization condition 
following notations 

00 

j=0,1, ••• , i=0,1, ••• , v-1. 

is valid for P(j,i). We introduce 

00 

P(i)= ~ P(j,i), 
J=O 

J(i)= ~ P(j,i)j, 
J=O 

i=0,1, ••• ,v. 

Now let us define some probabilistic characteristics of the model: 
the probability of blocking for primary calls P(v); the mean num
ber of busy servers I=P(1)+P(2)2+ ••• +p(v)v; the mean number of 
subscribers that repeat their calls and that . are in the system at 
the moment of all the servers being busy J(v); the mean number of sub
scribers that repeat their calls· J=J(0)+J(1)+ ••• +J(v). The in
tensities of coming and servicing by the system flows of calls 
are connected by conservation laws that play an important role 
in the study of the models with repeated calls. Let us sum up (1) 
for fixed i and j. We obtain the relations 

P(i)1+J(i)m=P(i+1)(i+1), i=0,1, ••• , v-1, (2) 
P(j,v)lh=P(j+1,v)(j+1)m(1-h)+(P(j+1,0)+ ••• + (3) 

+P(j+1,v-1)(j+1)m, j=0,1, ••• • 
Summing (2),()) over i and j respectively we get 

l+Jm=lP(v)+J(v)m+I, Jm=lP(v)h+J(v)mh (4) 

We choose this model because of its simplicity. All results ob
tained here may be generali~ed in a similar way for the more com
plicated models and in particular for the non-full available sys
tems with several flows of primary calls. Also for the simplicity 
we consider only the case h<1 •. Situation h=1 can be treated in 
the same way. 

Let us consider a nume,rical example that illustrates the depen
dence of P(j,i) from j and i. This dependence is shown on fig.1, 
where one can see the set of subsets Ue , which are constructed 
acording to the rule: (j,i)tUe if P(j,i)~e. The input parameters 
take the following values: v=50, 1=50, m=10, h=0.8. Further let 
us consider the reduced space of states U that can be described 
in the following way 

(j,i)EU, j=0,1, ••• ,N, L(j)~~v. (5) 

Here L(j) is a nondecreasing integer function defined on 0,1, 
••.• , N • . The value of N can be equal to the infinity. The analy
sis of the numerical data shows that such form of the reduced 
space of states satisfies almost all practically interesting 
situations. ~ig.2 shows an example of U that satisfies (5). The 
function L(j) takes the following values: L(0)=0,L(1)=2, L(2)=2, 
L(3)=4, L(j)=5 for j~4. Arrows show the direction of moving r(t) 
from U. 
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Fig.1. Set of subsets Ue 
satisfied the condition 
(j,i)fUe P(j,i)~e 

Fig.2. Example of the reduced 
space of states 

4_ PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

4_1. Conditions for determination of the error cau~ed by 
using the reduced space of states 

Let us denote by pX(v),Ix , JX(v),Jx some estimates for correspond
ing characteristics of the initial model P(v),I,J(v),J that appear 
in the conservation laws (4). Index x denotes the type of the es
timate: x=a means an upper estimates, x=b - a lower estimates. Now 
it possible to prove that if we construct strictly upper or lower 
estimates for characteristics P(v),I,J(v),J then we can determine 
the error of estimation in terms of these estimates. The following 
lemma holds true 
Lemma. Let us denote by D~, D~ 

D~=l(1-PX(V»+(Jx-JX(V»-Ix, 

the characteristics 

(6) 

and by~ we denote the difference between the estimate and the 
exact value of the characteristic in the case of upper estimates 
or the difference between the exact value of the characteristic 
and the estimate in the case of lower estimates. Then from (4) 
and (6) we get the following inequalities 

O~APx(V)~ (D~-D~)d(x)/l( 1-h); ~A IX ~(D~-D~)d(x); (7) 

D< L\Jx ( v) ~ (D~-D~)d(x)/m( 1-h) ; O~A JX ~ (D~-D~h)d(x)/m( 1-h). 

Here x=a,b and d(a)=1, d(b)=-1. Now we indicate the way of the 
construction of stric.tly lower or upper bounds for characteris
tics. P(v),I,J(v),J of the initial model. Random pro~ess r(t) 
changes are possible at the moments of coming of primary calls, 
repeated calls and at the moments of finishing of service time. 
We call these moments as special moments. Let us consider the 
procedure of changing of the initial model that would be under
stood in the following two ways: action a - at some special mo
ments we add new calls into the model (they occupy some free ser
vers or increase the number of repeated subscribers); action b -
at some special moments we move out of .the model incomi~ ~~rmsry 
call or some number of repeated subscribers. It was provedL~ that 
as result of theie acti~s we get auxiliary model that is descri
bed by process r (t)=(j (t),iX:(t»),x=s,b with properties which ·we 
formulate as . 
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Teorem. For any t almost sure 

ja(t» jet), i 8 (t»),i(t); (8) 

Let us fix the reduced space of states U and construct a set of 
auxiliary processes rX(t) defined on U. In states (j,i)~U'G it 
functions as initial process r(t). If (j,i)EG, then the transition 
of the process r (t) out of U is impossible due to the ending of 
service time for one of busy server or coming of primary call. 
It can be achieved by using the actions a or b defined early. The 
reduced space of states U should satisfy some properties that are 
necessary for usin~ the actions a or b. For the action a these 
properties are L(j~v (h<1), L(j~v-1 (h=1) and N=OO. For the ac
tion b - L(O)=O and N<OO. From (8) follows that using the actions 

· a or b for keeping the auxiliary process rX(t) in the reduced · 
space of states we get strictly upper or lower bounds for charac
teristics P(v),I,J(v),J. It means that we can use (1) for the 
determination of the error caused by using the reduced space of 
states in terms of stationaryxprobabilities of the auxiliary pro
cess which we are denote by P (j,i), x=a,b. Later considering the 
concrete algorithms of ignoring states With negligible probabi~i
ties we find the explicit formulae for D ,Dx, x=a,b but now let 
us indicate the procedure of the pre~imiJar§ estimation of P(j,i). 

4.2. Estimation of stationary probabilities 

We solve this problem with help of conservation laws (2),(3). 
Let us suppose that the relation (2) will be true in each state 
(j ,i) and denote by p.; i the estimate of P( j ,i) that we get acord
ing . to this hypothesi~.' This proposal gives us the following 
equations for determination of P .. "J,l 

p .. (l+jrn)=P .. 1 (i+1), J,l J,l+ j =0, 1, ••• , i=O, 1, ••• , v-1 (9 ) 

Also we suppose that for p .. relations (3) are true. It gives J,l 

Pj,Vlh=Pj+1,v(j+1)m(1-h)+(Pj+1,0+ ••• +Pj+1,V_1)(j+1)m, (10) 
j=0,1, •••• 

To find p .. it is necessary to solve (9),(10) together with the 
J,l 

normalizing condition. Let us call relations (9),(10) by simpli-
fied equilibrium equations. The procedure of finding P j i leads 
to using of recurrent formulae " t " 

p. 1 =p. lhE(v,I+(j+1)m)/(j+1)m(1-hE(v,I+(j+1)m), J+ ., v J, v 
"P .. =p. v!/(l+jm) v-i i ! , J,l J,v j=O,1, 

Here E(v,a) is an Erlang formula". 

. .. , i=O,1, ••• 

j=0,1, ••• 

, v-1. 

5. ALGORITHMS OF IGNORING STATES WITH NEGLIGIBLE PROBABILITES 

5.1. Upper bound 

In this scheme the ignoring of states with negligible probabili
ties is achieved by using the action a. The reduced space of 
states U should satisfy properties that are necessary for using 
the action a. It means that L(j~v (h<1), L(j~-1 (h=1) and 
N=OO. For D1, D~ we get the following formulae 
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a6; D1=-
J,l.)EG 

To find estimates it is neaessary to solve the system of equi~ib
rium equations connected P (j,i). Let us denote by N' the value 
of the last jump L(j) with the increase of j. Then it is possible 
to show that the solving of the investigated system of eq~ilibrium 
equations can be decomposed into the solving of (N'+1) subsystems 
with dimensions (v+1-L(j))(v+1-L(j)), j=NI N'-1, ••• , o. 
5.2. Lower bounds 

Here the ignoring of states with negligible probabilities is ach
ieved by using the action b. The reduced space of states U should 
satisfy properties that are necessary for using the action b. It 
means that L(O)=O and N<OO. Using the system of equilibrium equa
tions connected the stationary probabilities of the auxiliary 
process we get the following formulae for D~, D~ 

D~=O, D~= - lhpb(N,v)-~ pb(j,i)i(j+1-b(j)) 
ID)EG 

Here function b(j) defines the beginning of integer interval con
taining j where L(j) is constant. To find estimates it is neces
sary to solvebthe system of equilibrium equations connected pro
babilities P (j,i). It has the finite number of unknowns and can 
be solved as in previous cases. 

5.3. Mixed scheme 

Let us consider the reduced space of states that is defined dy 
conditions (5). In a addition we suppose that L(N)=v, N<OO. Let 
us divide the procedure of the construction 9f the auxiliary pro
cess into two steps. Firstly on larger than U reduced space of 
states Ut «j,i)~Ut' j=O,1, ••• ,N, i=0,1, ••• , v) we const
ruct the lower estimates for P(v),I,J(v),J using for this purpose 
the action b. Further we reduce space Ut to U and using the acti
on a we construct the upper estimates for finding on previous 
step the lower estimates. These estimates will be final estimates 
for characteristics P(v),I,J(v),J of the initial model. We denote 
these estimates by the same symbols as characteristics of the ini
tial model only with superscript ba. To find the estimates it is 
necessary to solve the finite system of the equilibrium equations 
for auxiliary process rba(t)=(jba(t),iba(t)) connected stationary 
probabilities pba(j,i). The way of solving is the same as in pre
vious two cases. To find the error caused by this scheme of the 
ignoring of states with negligible probabilities it is necessary 
to use twice the results of lemma. Finally we get the following 
answer 

- D~a/l( 1-h)~ p(v)_pba(v)~ hPba(N,v)/( 1-h); 

_D~a ~I _Iba ~lhPba(N,v); 

_ D~a/m(1-h)~J(v)_Jba(v)~hPba(N,v)/m(1-h); 

-hD~a/m(1-h)~J - Jba ~lhPb~(N,v)/m(1-h). 

Here D~a = ~ pba(j,i)i. 
tr;I)~G 
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5.4. Comparison of algorithms 

The best result gives the mixed scheme. It is more convenient to 
use the algorithms that give strictly the lower or the upper esti
mate when it is important to know the character of estimate. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The proposed procedure for calculation of stationary characteris
tics of models with repeated calls has the following advantages: 
1. Reduction of computer run time and memory owing to the dramatic 
reduction in the number of Marcov process states. 
2. Possibility of constructing the reduced space of states ori
ented to the desired accuracy of model characteristic estimation 
through explicit formulas for characteristic calculation error 
and stationary probability estimation as obtained by solving the 
simplified equilibrium equations. When high calculation accuracy 
is not required, this results in shorter run time because of 
smaller reduced space of states. 
3.' Simplicity of analyzing asymptotic cases when input parameters 
tend to their limits~ Here, the advantages of optimized algorithms 
follow from the simple form of corresponding reduced space of 
states. -
4. Higher efficiency of the proposed calculational schemes at 
greater complexity of the repeated call model manifests itself, 
for example, in the increased number of input flows. This is due 
to the fact that the value of stationary probabilities is estima
ted through the total number of repeating subscribers as well as 
through the number of subscribers in each queue. 
5. General nature of the qualitative reasoning leading to the 
above computational algorithms. This feature allows one to gene
ralize the model to other models of subscriber's behaviour and 
other structures of servers. The proc.edure for constructing the 
auxiliary process and choosing the reduced space of states is 
very . similar to the above procedure. 
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